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NORTHERN SPAIN. CANTABRIAN MOUNTAINS. SEPTEMBER 2015
INTRODUCTION

A third Show Cave was situated 2kms up the valley to the
south of Ramalles.

Various members of the Club had expressed interest in
visiting more of the caves in Northern Spain. Some had
already visited the Picos, so after a lot of research we
decided to go further to the east and investigate the caves of
the Ason Valley in the Cantabrian Mountains.

Cueva de Covalanas is situated high above Ramalles with
great views to the north. A track leads off the main road to a
small parking area and from here you take a steep zig zag
path towards the spectacular limestone cliffs – a very popular
Via Ferrata and climbing area – with a huge cave entrance
high up on the wall.

Travel etc:

However the Show Cave is well hidden on a wooded ledge
and proved to be quite compact.

Most members flew from the UK to Santander and hired cars
though one vehicle was ferried to Bilbao taking some of the
gear needed for the vertical caving.

Still at 3 Euro it was well worth a visit just to see the 22,000
year old cave drawings. Once inside the gate a narrow rift
passage allows you to get a very close look at the various
animal drawings which are protected by transparent screens.

Jenny and Boyd Potts took their own vehicle for the two
weeks and Elaine Booth, Pete Wagstaff, Paul Thorne, Keith
Slatcher and Alan Hatton flew in for the whole period. Dave
Phillips also came on the first day and left on the 5th
September. Arriving on the 5th for the second week were
Phil Wall, Joan Wall, Tricia Webber and Jean.

A brief but interesting visit to a fairly popular cave which it
is best to book in advance as the group size is very limited.
Weather:
I think we were lucky with the weather over the two weeks.
Water levels were low when we arrived and even though we
had a few thunderstorms in the first few days, and one day of
rain, we had no weather problems other than a wet days
walking in low cloud.

Of these the active cavers were Pete, Paul, Keith, Alan,
Dave, Phil and Boyd.
The area:
This is an area inland from Santander and to the south of the
well-known Matienzo caving area. Also, it has been well
visited by the SWCC and they were able to supply us with a
lot of useful information.

Of the fifteen days, only six had any precipitation and we
had mainly fairly calm conditions. Temperatures were very
similar to an English summer with a few warmer days but
none excessively hot.

The nearest town is Ramalles de la Victoria, just to the east,
and further down the Ason River. We based ourselves at the
La Barguille Camp site and hired several ‘Bungalows’ for a
couple of weeks from the 29th August until the 12th
September.

Food whilst at La Barguilla Camp site:
Food preferences varied over the two weeks especially as
personnel changed during the period. Here are just a few
comments on our sampling of food in the area:

The caving area we visited, except for a couple of Show
Caves near Ramales de la Victoria, was in and around the
upper part of the Ason valley. This runs due south from the
village of Arredondo (160m asl), at its lower (northern), end
to the pass of Collados del Ason (690m asl), and between the
peaks of Porra de Mortillano to the east and Porro de la
Colino in the west, both around 1400m in height.

Some of us tried the site restaurant a few times and the food
seemed to be good but on the expensive side for use on a
nightly basis. There were cooking facilities, rather limited, in
the bungalows and I think nearly everyone tried cooking
their own meals; especially if arriving back late after
walking, travelling or caving.
Also, the nearby town of Ramales de la Vitoria had a good
selection of food emporiums for those happy to travel the
short distance into town.

The centre page maps give a good indication of the area, its
terrain and the approximate position of most of the caves.
Of the caves we visited only Gandara was close to the road,
though well hidden, and Coventosa the only one sign posted
from a road head and quite easy to access. The others all
proved interesting to find, though thanks to various Maps,
Websites, Local Tourist Office and Ramales Outdoor Centre,
we managed to pinpoint them all eventually.

However, within a day or two most of us had discovered the
excellent ‘Pizzeria Bar’ only a ten minute walk away in the
local Public Park. The Restaurant behind the Bar never
seemed to be over busy, probably because we were usually
earlier than most of the locals. There were plenty of excellent
Pizzas but also a huge selection of other main meals and
sweets and of course a wide range of drinks!

Show Caves.
There are several show caves in the vicinity of Ramalles but
they are not particularly well advertised.

For the rest of the two weeks I think a small or large group
of us fed very well virtually every night, and at an excellent
price with great service. All eleven of us still around on the
last night had a celebratory meal to end the trip in style.

Cueva des Poziantua we only discovered a few days before
we left the area and it was also only open at weekends so no
visit was made.
A second Show Cave just outside Ramalles was only
accessible by walking and we again never managed a visit,
though it was seen by a few members of our group.
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Ramales Tourist Office proved very helpful with local
information in general.

Thanks:

Ramales Outdoor Adventure shop supplied a lot of
information on Caves, Access, Routes and also an excellent
map of the area.

Thanks must go to a variety of sources for information on the
area and its caves:
The South Wales Caving Club website gave us a huge
amount of information on the area and its accessibility for
caving.

Also, thanks to the local CRO personnel and Police for their
patience and guidance when we alerted them to a possible
‘call out’. Not activated thankfully!

A lot of other cave descriptions and surveys were obtained
via the internet.

Boyd Potts

PETE WAGSTAFF’S OVERVIEW
hours. So we did an exploration trip into Gandara, small
drop-in entrance into large 10m wide x 40m high tunnel with
a roped traverse over a deep rift. Huge passages that had
taped walkways led us to some dry crawling tubes that
crossed highly decorative chambers into a breakdown rift
that halted our progress at the head of a pitch down. This
gave us a flavour of the size of the cave and its complexity if
we ever decided to do the 15 - 20 hour through trip.

Saturday, 29 August
After arriving at the Berguilla Bungalows we all drove out
through Arredondo to the small town of Bustablado. From
here a metal donkey pointed the way to our nominated
parking place for the hour long walk to the top of Sima
Cuerto. Thanks to the emailed photo the place was easily
found.
Dave, Elaine and Pete wandered into the greenery and soon
found an obvious path but due to the heat decided not to
advance further. Alan, Keith and Paul decided otherwise
and, with only a small water bottle between them, pushed on
for two hours. On meeting up back at the campsite they had
found the cave and now knew the shortest way to Sima
Cueto. Part one of the trip was now complete.

Wednesday, 2 September
Dave, Keith, Pete & Paul.
The day was good and the big trip was on; dropped one car
at Coventosa and then drove to Bustablado to start the hour
walk to Cueto. The weather was cooler but still a slog up the
mountain for 90 minutes. Alan had dropped out due to his
stomach upset, so only 3 ropes and four able cavers.

Sunday, 30 August

On reaching the big shaft it was nice to find it already rigged
and only the depth and condition of the ropes presented any
issues. So, down, down, down and down with all our seat
inventions being put to good use to ease the changeovers.
Only met up occasionally with the person behind and, when
one rope was damaged beyond use, our pull-through rope
had to be used. Keith’s manufactured discs worked
brilliantly and after climbing up this rope to a ledge the
down, down, down abseiling continued. Another damaged
rope further down presented the same problem but again our
pull-down system worked perfectly. Dripped on at the lower
section but eventually down to the bottom of the Juhue Shaft
(- 581m).

Keith, Alan, Pete, Boyd, Paul & Dave.
Part two of the trip was now underway with a descent into
Coventosa with dinghy, rubber rings and emergency food
supplies. A splendid cave with huge passage and dry
stalactite garden entered down a sandy ramp; traverses along
calcite ledges above deep pools and walking along an OFDtype streamway with only 10 - 20cm of running water.
Several rope-assisted ups and downs and another traverse
soon brought us to the start of the three lakes that allows the
continuation of the trip to Sima Cueto. So, after inflating the
flotation devices, Dave and Keith floated across the lakes
using the in-situ ropes, twice having to beach the flotation
devices to continue. Soon back and ready for the return trip
out. Part two now complete.

Now for the horizontal caving. This was the first time for 4
hours we had all seen each other to talk to. Lots of ups and
downs and a slight injury to Pete on the Gran Pedrera which
needed Keith’s medical kit for a gash on the head. The
twisted ankle had to stay in the welly and follow the right leg
for the rest of the trip. Wonderful big passage and some
interesting crystal chambers all well marked for the way on.
In-situ ropes as required and only small amounts of crawling.
Three tea stops and a long slog to the boats we had installed
the Sunday before.

Monday, 31 August
Alan, Keith, Pete, Paul & Dave.
Weather still good and easy day required due to the intention
of completing the Cuerto - Coventosa through trip on
Tuesday. So searched and found the entrances to Gandara,
Mortero and Fresco.

One boat, two passengers and five tackle bags made an
interesting load but the boat survived. What had taken us 1½
hours last Sunday now took us four hours to exit. 22 hours
later we emerged to a warm bright morning.

Tuesday, 1 September
Alan, Boyd, Keith, Pete, Paul and Dave.
After a thunderstorm on Monday night and continuous rain
throughout the night, the through trip was postponed 24
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Thursday, 3 September

After a photo session we returned to camp for an easy
afternoon. At about 20:30 Boyd & I ventured up to the top
car park to see if they were appearing; from the top we could
see both cars and expected them to be walking down the
hillside by now.
As the darkness descended we
contemplated the cave rescue and set a time of 22:00 to
make the call. This was based on seeing them exiting and
that would have meant 11 hours underground.

Bed, then collected car and ate and ate and ate.

Friday, 4 September
Another easy day required, so in wet misty conditions Alan,
Keith and Paul walked from Astrana to Ramales whilst Pete
went looking for Rubicera. Dave was resting at the
campsite. The cairned path to Rubicera was difficult to find
in the mist and the proximity of the path to the cliff edge
made interesting traversing. Back at Base compared notes
and decided a clear day and a G.P.S. reading was needed to
find Rubicera.

So at 22:10, after a phone call from Boyd, Jenny did a
fantastic job of raising the necessary cave rescue people to
give us some good advice. This advice was: ‘… wait until
05:30 the following morning and let us know if they are still
lost, if so we will send in rescue parties …’. They advised it
would take about 10 – 12 hours in that direction if not
familiar with the route.

Saturday, 5 September

Boyd and I returned to camp about 23:15 to see the café
closed, so we grabbed a snack and a few extra snacks for the
hungry cavers, then went back to the top of the Ason Valley
to wait. Just off the last hairpin bend on the road we saw
what looked like a low flying aeroplane light over the
hillside. On parking up it was a very bright light and could
have been cavers returning.

Whilst I motored over to Santander to drop Dave off at the
airport (free to drop off right outside the terminal - the joys
of a small airport). Keith, Paul & Alan searched the Mazo
Grande westerly flanks for the entrance to Rubicera. I met
up with them at the car park on top of the Ason Valley for
the PR-S 66 ‘Glaciar de Hondojon’ walk, kindly
recommended by the Tourist Information guide in Ramales.

For 30mins we studied the hillside and were eventually
rewarded with a vision of four hungry cavers who would
have eaten & drunk anything at that moment in time. All
was well and the only problem had been route finding as the
six-page survey showed only the main way through, but
there were numerous options not shown and the amount of
cairns and directional arrows made it a maze. Left them to
change and drive back whilst we motored over to Mortero to
fetch the other car and cancel the cave rescue.

Following the sign posts in the correct direction made the
13km route an easy afternoon walk even with my damaged
ankle. Along the old glacial valley to the Brenavinto Polje
with views of the ‘Steeples and Cakes’ that reminded us of
Ingleborough and Penyghent rolled into one and placed in a
magnified valley.
Beautiful weather with only the
disturbance of a quad biker trying his off-roading to disturb
the peace. Passed only 4-5 people on the walk and made it
back to the car for 19:00, just right for the meal.

A big thanks to Jenny and all the people she co-opted in this
operation.

Earlier they did find the entrance to Rubicera. This involved
a steep climb down two terraces to the entrance diagonally
looking over at the Ason waterfall opposite. The route down
was not obvious and in thick mist and wet conditions not
recommended.

Monday, 7 September
Paul, Keith, Alan, Pete & Trish
A recovery morning in Ramales, checking out the local
helpful caving shop, stocking up on food and trying a proper
San Miguel with Pommes Frittes at a local bar. Then it was
back up the Ason valley to do another recommended walk
around ‘Porra de la Colina’. Similar scenery to the previous
walk with a more open view down the Ason valley.

Sunday, 6 September
After an evening of planning the Mortero de Astrana to
Rubicera trip was attempted. I declined as this would have
added time to a trip of unknown duration. We did base the
callout time on the 8.5 hours we read in one of the many
cave reports extracted from the web. The quality of survey
we took was clear on the six A4 sheets we had, so the risk
assessment was down to very low. We dropped one car off
at the top of the Ason Valley (1 hour from Rubicera) and
then motored over to Astrana, leaving the other car 15mins
from the Mortero cave entrance. The crowds getting
changed in this area gave us a confidence that this was a
popular trip, so little thought went into enquiry how long
they thought it would take us and if it was a good idea to do
it in reverse.

Trish managed to keep up with me up to the peak (1442m)
but she outpaced me down the other side. Another beautiful
sunny day and a well signposted walk with only a handful of
people seen all day. Back to the bungalows for the standard
evening 8 o’clock meal.

Tuesday, 8 September
Paul, Keith, Boyd, Pete, Phil & Alan
This was to be an easy trip into the huge chamber of Canuela
just off the Bustablado road. The local farmer’s wife pointed
to the cave and the track and it was pretty easy to find,
although the steep grass slope up to the entrance was a
challenge.

Keith, Paul, Phil and Alan set off with only essential supplies
as all the ropes were checked out from a previous recce. I
waited for Boyd to venture over and then showed him the
Eldon Hole type Cave of Mortero. Whilst traversing round
the top of the hole we did hear voices at the bottom but saw
no life, little did we realise that this was Paul, Phil, Keith &
Alan picking up the correct route after an alternative
excursion.

After some hours of flogging through large passages trying
to find the correct route Boyd and I turned back after
encountering a tight breakthrough crawl. Then, several
hours later Paul, Keith, Phil and Alan returned with no joy in
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finding the huge chamber. They had found lots of large
passage but too many ways on. Return planned another day
after studying the surveys. (They did return on 11th.)

large cave with lots of ups and downs and interesting
traverses. This should help for the through trip from Tibia in
a future trip.

Wednesday, 9 September

Friday, 11 September

Keith & I visited Cullalvera cave near the centre of Ramales
(only 3 Euros & an English speaking guide gave us a
personal tour), whilst Paul, Phil & Alan went searching for
Sopladoras just under the ‘Porra de La Collina’. This no
pitches straight line through trip looked an easy cave. The
size of the system surprised them and on exiting at Agua
found it to be an exciting climb down the valley. Back into
the bungalows just in time for the evening meal.

I visited the lower pretties in Coventosa with a 20m rope and
was surprised to have to crawl 5m before I could enter two
more large decorated chambers and one walk in size
chamber completely covered with stals. These were still
active and nearly as good as the Cutea /Coventosa ‘White
Room’.
Paul, Keith, Phil & Alan went back to Canuela and this time
did the upper route to the huge chamber. The route finding
was not straight forward but, with the use of an A3 survey
and marked drops and rises, they eventually came to the
huge chamber which was like sitting on top of Mam Tor on a
dark night.

Thursday, 10 September
Keith & I visited the pretties in Coventosa. The in-situ first
pitch rope that had been there earlier in the week had gone so
we had to do the top chambers only. Three large chambers
with lots of old dry stals, modern cave art and an easy trip.
Then into Ramales and up the valley to see the historic cave
painting in Covalanas (again only 3 Euros with the same
guide).

Overall a good two-week holiday with plenty more to
explore. Caves to suit everyone’s ability but stamina and
sense of humour does help for the long through trips. We
never touched the Matienzo caves so much more to explore.

Paul & Alan went to familiarise themselves with Fresca in
the Ason valley. A long hike up the hillside and another

Pete Wagstaff

TRIP REPORTS
uphill to find the cave entrance. Venturing inside, aware of
the 300m drop, we stopped at a traverse line and took a
picture, showing a rope hanging down.

A Walk to Locate the Entrance to Sima
Cueto
Saturday, 29th. August

We returned to Keith with the good news. However our
troubles were only just beginning as, when trying to return
on the minor path, we got lost and ended up on razor sharp
karst. It took about 45 minutes of traversing lethal sharp
steep rocks before regaining the path. At this point we were
approaching dehydration, desperation, heat exhaustion and
starvation, having had little food since the early flight! But
at least the entrance was found, and an obvious short cut to
the right of the doline noted for ‘the big trip’ later in the
week.

Those involved: Paul Thorne, Keith Slatcher and Alan
Hatton
In order to make good use of time it was decided to have a
look for the Sima Cueto entrance on the day of our arrival,
Saturday 29th August, soon after flying in, as the chalets
were not open to us until 4pm. We did have a snack and
drink in Ramales as we passed through.
We drove from Ramales through Bustablado, and turned off
left onto a road signed as ‘Camino Rural’. This very minor
road climbed steeply and traversed across the hillside. We
parked at a location identified from a photograph and started
walking up a farm track. Beyond a couple of barns all
except Keith, Alan and Paul sensibly retreated in the blazing
heat. We continued up a vague track gaining considerable
height. Eventually we pushed on to a massive doline, which
we skirted on the left. The ‘path’ we had been following
was very poorly defined and had occasional single yellow
paint marks. The seriousness of not finding this path on the
way back was not appreciated at the time.

Paul Thorne

Putting the Boat in Coventosa
Sunday, 30th. August
Those involved: Keith Slatcher, Dave Phillips, Paul Thorne,
Pete Wagstaff, Alan Hatton & Boyd Potts
Today’s mission was to put the boat and other supplies into
Coventosa, beyond the lakes, in readiness for the imminent
Cueto to Coventosa through trip.

Beyond the doline, we met up with a decent path coming up
from Socueva, far below in another valley. This was marked
with white and yellow paint marks and was obvious.
Following this uphill became very tiring, given the heat and
our lack of food and water, but we were keen to find the
Cueto entrance having come so far. Eventually Keith had to
rest in the shade, whilst Alan and I eventually pushed on

The convenient parking place was situated just before the
small village of Ason, at the end of a right hand turn at a
bridge over the River Ason on the CA265 road.
It was a full house of cavers, myself, Dave, Paul, Pete, Alan
and Boyd. It was also hot, around 30 degrees, and I was now
thinking maybe a Meander oversuit wasn’t the best choice!
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far side of the third lake. Getting into the boat is always a
challenge, but everything went smoothly and, with the aid of
the in-situ haul lines (well placed across all three lakes),
Dave started pulling us with me fending off the walls using
the butt end of a paddle. The water level was very low, and
my main concern was the sharp rock either just below or
actually above the surface.

Once everybody was ready, we set off up the concrete road
towards some buildings and then took the obvious footpath.
In the description, it said the draft coming out the entrance
would be cool, but I wasn’t expecting the (relatively) icy
blast rolling down the bank. It was bliss, as I was already
cooking after an easy 15 minute walk!
A couple of photos and gearing up later, and we set off into
the Peak Cavern sized entrance ... and promptly didn’t know
which way to go, there appearing to be at least 4 large
passages exiting the entrance chamber! Luckily a light
appeared: 5 Spanish cavers who told us they’d just
completed the traverse, taking them 24 hours. We said our
goodbyes and entered the passage they came from (the
smaller right hand one with the howling draft), making it
look like we actually knew where we were going. We also
took heart from the fact the guy we’d been talking to didn’t
look very fit, and figured our target of 18 hours was very
doable. Just goes to show, appearances aren’t everything, as
we were to find out ...

The lakes are fairly long: 100m, 120m and 150m in the
direction we were heading, but the haul line made progress
very quick and in no time we were disembarking at the first
portage. This portage was easy, only 10m or so over some
flattish boulders. The second portage between the second
and third lakes was not so easy, maybe 100m long, with
huge boulders from a massive collapse. Trying to carry a
boat, heavy tackle bag of supplies, and two large rubber
rings and negotiate this terrain was not easy, at one point we
had to “post” the boat through a slot between boulders, then
clamber after it, all the while trying not to puncture anything
on the sharp rock!
After an uneventful traverse of the third lake, we pulled the
boat well above water level, then walked the 10m to the
‘end’ (actually a major collapse), of the stream passage, to
find a rope hanging down a fairly small hole into pitch black
passage above. This would be our final pitch on the through
trip and I tried to imagine, without success, how I would feel
when I reached this point in a couple of day’s time.

The 11m pitch came into view after about 10 minutes of
strolling passage. It was already rigged but we put our rope
on anyway. A compass is essential in these caves, and ours
came into good use at the bottom of the pitch. Soon we
came to a point where we had to crawl through a short
section then drop down a slippery ramp with an in-situ hand
line. This dropped into a large chamber with an easy climb
down a ramp into large passage.

All Dave and I had to do now was retrace our steps without
getting too wet. The rubber rings were my idea, and I was
hoping I wouldn’t regret the decision. It all went smoothly
however, being big enough to sit in with legs dangling over
the side, they made it easier to traverse the lakes whilst
pulling along the ropes than the boat, and portaging was a
breeze. The others soon came into view and due to them
getting chilly while waiting, we deflated the rings quickly
and headed on out, stopping at a lovely grotto we’d spotted
on the way in to take some photos.

Route finding was straightforward, mainly cairned, with the
occasional reflective marker. We soon reached a traverse
with twin rope in-situ, which was a good thing as it would
certainly have been exposed without, and comfortingly, the
ropes were good condition. One or two more traverses, this
time on wire, ended up with a greasy 7m climb down with a
slimy rope handline. I made a mental note to prussik up this
on the way out, and on the through trip!
Now at a lower level, water started to appear in large pools
to each side of the main passage. Boyd decided to leave us
at an awkward 4m rope climb (which most of us prussiked
up). After this point the main streamway was met, being
most enjoyable in large and easy walking passage, apart
from the acrobatic 20m long traverse on rope above some
deep pools, with nothing to put our feet on.

Route finding was again fairly easy and we exited the
entrance about 1¾ hours later. We figured it’d take us about
2 hours on the through trip from the lakes, but it actually
took 4, which just goes to show how much of a difference
tiredness, heavy tackle bags and a broken caver make!
T.U.G. 5½ hours

The first lake came into view, and we quickly inflated the
boat and two rubber rings that Dave and I would use on our
return trip after depositing the boat and other supplies at the

Keith Slatcher
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(4) Coventosa
Looking Out

(3) Cueto
Tiny Entrance
(Dave kitting up)

Show Cave
On ledge, south of
Ramales
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(4) Coventosa
(30) Gandara

Looking In

Tiny entrance below cliff
(Dave and Paul)
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Northern end of the Ason Valley

0
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1km

Southern end of the Ason Valley
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(28) Mortero
Looking out of entrance shaft

(28) Mortero
Looking out of entrance shaft

(28) Mortero
Inside entrance shaft
(4 people on Recce)
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(29) Rubicera
Cliff side entrance

(7) Fresca
Allan at entrance

(2) Cueva Canuela
Looking down entrance slope
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Gandara
Tuesday, 1st. September

Traverse Sima Cueto to Cueva Coventosa
Wednesday, 2nd. September to Thursday,
3rd. September

Those involved: Boyd Potts, Pete Wagstaff, Paul Thorne,
Keith Slatcher, Dave Phillips & Alan Hatton
Coordinates: 30T 452525 4782280
Parking: On right hand bend 200 metres past entrance in
small lay-by on the left hand side of road. Be careful not to
block field entrance!
After leaving the car you walk approximately 200 meters
back down the road and look for a path on the left marked by
a cairn. A climb up the path brings you to the small cave
entrance surrounded by boulders. At this point you can feel
the full force of the wind coming out of the cave.
The Gandara system has over 100km of passages and a
vertical range of approximately 100m. A through trip is now
possible and takes around 15 hours to complete. We planned
a short trip into the system to see if we could locate the head
of the 40m pitch.
After dropping through the small entrance the cave starts to
open up into quite a large passage and, after a short while,
comes to a shaft in the floor which needs to be traversed on
the left (in-situ lines). After a short walk the passage
emerges into a chamber that is marked with paths using
fishing wire, which can be difficult to see. We took the left
hand path, which led to a balcony that dropped about 4m into
a sandy passage. Although there were footprints in the
passage it did not look as if the route was well used and,
although the climb down looked straight forward, it would
need the use of a rope to climb back out.

Those involved: Dave Phillips, Pete Wagstaff, Keith
Slatcher, Paul Thorne
After tremendous thunderstorms the previous day and after
checking locally in Ramales village that the water levels
would be safe for the traverse, the long awaited trip was to
begin. The weather was settled with temperatures around
18°C.
Nervously awoke Wednesday morning at 7:00am and having
had a good breakfast and finishing the last minute packing
we were ready. (Alan who was suffering from an overnight
stomach upset decided not to come.)

We back-tracked to the chamber and followed the other
obvious marked path, which veered to the right, and entered
a hands-and-knees/stooping passage which seemed to go on
for quite some time. A really impressive amount of gypsum
was evident in some of the larger passage! This eventually
entered larger passage and, after a short while, we came to
the head of the 40m pitch. We spent a little time exploring
this area but could not see any obvious way on! The trip
back seemed a lot faster and we were soon back to the
chamber and on our way out.

We had previously placed the dinghy and food provisions
two days before in Coventosa and dropped the car off ready
for the through trip. The drive to the parking point from the
campsite took about 30 minutes, arriving at 10:00am.
Parking is at a remote plateau near to Socueva (altitude
700m), which is below the Pena Lavelle Massif (altitude
1035m). I was dreading this part of the trip: humping 14kg
of caving rope, food and caving gear up to Sima Cueto
Entrance (altitude 1000m).
We reached Sima Cueto
Entrance at 11:30am and started to get changed after team
photographs.

T.U.G. 3½ hours
The cave is well worth a visit even if only for a few hours.
Please note that, if you are thinking of doing the through trip,
then a thorough knowledge of the cave system from all
directions is essential and time spent doing this will pay
dividends. A good copy of the survey and a compass is also
essential.

The trip had really started - I was clipped in on top of the
main Juhue shaft, Pete’s and Keith’s lights were beginning to
fade in the depths. The shaft was pre-rigged or so we
understood.
My turn next, the shaft diameter being
approximately 10m with black fluted rock and very
intimidating - the thought of 600 metres vertically below me
brought a sickness to my stomach. Down to the first rebelay and then concentrating past 3 further belays to the
shelf at -196 metres. Paul was following down behind me.

Note - There is a caving/outdoor activity shop in Ramales de
La Victoria and the staff are extremely knowledgeable about
the local caves, so it is well worth a visit if you have
questions about any of the systems. They also speak
excellent English!!
Alan Hatton

Further pitches followed, some of which required rigging
and pulling through. Eventually after 4 hours of abseiling
we were at the bottom of the Cueto Chasm at -581metres
and in the Juhue Gallery.
From here a huge boulder mountain was climbed, a small
letter-box passage followed on at the top and through into
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the Sala de las Once Horas (Eleven Hour Chamber); route
finding was good with markers showing the way on over
huge boulder breakdown.

Finally we arrived at the last pitch upwards and into the
Entrance of Coventosa, emerging at 10:00am the following
morning.

We suddenly came onto La Gran Pedrera (The Large
Quarry), a very steep slope of 40 metres in height with lose
scree, rock and slippery surfaces. Suddenly when half way
down this slope I heard a cry and saw Pete falling towards us
and coming to an abrupt stop on a large rock where he hit his
head. We were 6 hours into the traverse and Keith
administrated first aid, luckily only a small head wound and
twisted ankle.

T.U.G. 22 hours.
Dave Phillips

Altamira
Friday, 4th September
Those involved: Boyd & Jenny Potts and Elaine Booth.

We carried on through the Chicarron Gallery: an enormous
size with endless boulder breakdown and we were heading
for the Oasis, a rest area with one of the few places to take
on clean drinkable water. Once there we decided upon a
rest, a brew and something to eat.

Realising that the show cave of Altamira with its famous
cave paintings was not very far from where we were staying,
being about 30km southwest of Santander, and between the
town of Torrelavega and the sea, we set off to see what was
on offer.

After 30 minutes break we headed for the furthest Northern
part of the system via the Pozo de la Navidad (Christmas
Shaft). This pitch is where you drop down into the lower
intermediate section of this through trip and eventually it
joins with the active system of Coventosa.

An hour’s drive took us to the well signposted car park, and
we booked our timed tickets for an English-language
conducted tour of the “cave”. (You don’t get to see the
actual cave itself because of the risk of deterioration of the
paintings from the changes in the atmosphere due to the
number of visitors - a lesson learned from Lascaux.) Instead,
after a brief introductory talk by an English-speaking guide,
we went on a tour of an amazingly accurate replica of the
main part of the cave. Dim lighting and the guide’s hand
torch helped pick out the beasts (bison, deer, etc.), depicted
in reddish ochre paint on ceiling and walls. It really is
impressive and the tour of the “cave” lasts around half an
hour, though you can spend longer as there is nothing to
hurry you out once you are through the barrier.

We were soon down the pitch and into a gallery passage,
Galeria de la Navidad (Christmas Gallery), fairly easy going
with fewer obstacles. Finally we arrived at the Pozo de la
Union (Union Shaft) - this is approximately half way along
the intermediate section of the traverse and is a difficult high
level traverse above what seemed to be a bottomless pit
below, made more difficult by a 14kg bag on your back.
Once over this we rested and had further food and drink.
The next section, called the Galeria de las Pequenas Inglesas
(Small English Girls Gallery), consisted of crawling,
climbing and traversing in slightly smaller passages, making
the going more difficult. We continued towards the Sala de
la Turbina (Turbine Chamber), and Aqujero Soplador
(Blower Hole), suddenly beginning to feel the start of a
draught through the passages until we got to the Blower
Hole, a very tight rift pitch with a howling gale blowing
through; this is the final connection to the Coventosa system.
The pitch was indeed very tight but, after numerous flowery
comments due to bags and people getting stuck, we were at
last through into the Coventosa system.

Also on site, as well as the usual gift shop, picnic sites and
restaurant-cum-snack bar, is an excellent museum, well
worth spending several hours looking at pictures and models
of other famous painted caves in Spain and France, the
history of the discoveries and the various theories about the
prehistoric inhabitants of Europe.
The size of the car park gives an idea of what it must be like
in the height of the tourist season but we were there midweek and after the main tourist season had ended so it wasn’t
hopelessly overcrowded.

The Galleries were now much larger than we had previously
experienced. Heading towards the lakes we came upon the
Lago del Pasamanas (Handrail Lake), High Level Zip wire
over the top and an alternative route below, which we took.
Then down through some boulders to an alternative rope
traverse, which proved challenging and interesting. Soon we
were at the final pitch dropping into the Coventosa
streamway and finally to the 1st Lake with the previously
installed dinghy.

Jenny Potts

Mortero De Astrana to Rubicera Through
Trip
Sunday, 6th. September
Those involved: Paul Thorne, Phil Wall, Keith Slatcher and
Alan Hatton.

We stopped, rested again and had a brew with strawberries
and custard; we were now ready for the last section.

It was decided to do the trip in this direction to simplify hire
car placement, although the trip is normally tackled in the
other direction. We had previously located the entrances.

Using the dinghy and rubber rings we were soon across the
three lakes, hand lines in place in the water to pull through;
however the portage between lakes 1 and 2 was difficult with
the dinghy and kit.

Mortero is a large pothole, a bit like an enlarged Alum Pot.
A 40m rope (in-situ), got us down the entrance shaft, where
we followed the first passage on the left, as assumed from
the survey. This turned out to be wrong, and we wasted ½
hour backtracking, and found the correct route further down

After the lakes, further streamway walking and traversing
brought us into the entrance series.
By this time every one of us was feeling the tiredness.
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the giant entrance slope, the passage we took being not
shown on the survey.

surface team missed their café evening meal whilst waiting
for us, for which we were extremely grateful.

The passage meets the active streamway, descending steeply
on sporting chutes and pools. Lower down the pools become
deep, and are bypassed by a very strenuous set of fixed rope
traverses high up in the roof above a section that can flood
deeply. Hand jammers were needed at times to pass some
of the belays.
Beyond here the stream falls down an
impressive 180m deep pitch!

Lessons learnt: always take a compass and try to get a full
survey, not just the extracts. These caves are very complex,
and the cairns and reflective markers are there only to trap
the unwary, they are not there to make the through trip easy
for visiting cavers (unlike Cueto - Coventosa).
Paul Thorne

This is bypassed by two up pitches (in-situ ropes), up into a
fossil route. This eventually crosses over a 80m pitch at the
end of the Rubicera streamway on the Via de la Arana
(Spider Traverse), an exciting exposed traverse over the
pitch head, but not too difficult really.

A Walk up to Colina
Monday 7th September.
Those involved: Paul Thorne, Pete Wagstaff, Alan Hatton,
Tricia Webber and Keith Slatcher.

Beyond here two short pitches descend to the Rubicera
streamway, which is followed upstream. We failed to exit
the streamway at the correct point, and spent an hour or more
lost exploring some inlet passages before having to retrace
our steps and find a rope climb (marked ‘up rope’ when
located!), leading into dry galleries. This led after a while to
a 31m up pitch, fortunately with a good rope in-situ. Up
here goes into a labyrinth of passages, which caused us
severe difficulties route finding.

The tourist information office in Ramales very helpfully
gave us a walks booklet, and pointed out recommended
routes. This was one of them.
Parking at the top of the Ason Gorge road we walked
following a track westwards. The Colina route branches off
north after a while climbing steadily, with excellent views of
the Rubicera cave mouth in the distance across the Ason
gorge.

Having being lulled into a false sense of security by the
Cueto-Coventosa route marking, consisting of cairns and
reflective markers, we assumed the multitude of cairns and
reflective markers in this section of this cave were there to
guide us! Eventually it became painfully obvious that there
were markers and cairns everywhere, and none could be
trusted. We did try to follow the survey, but this had been
truncated to only show the through route so, as soon as we
got lost (many times), it gave us no clue as to our location.
Our plight was not aided by failing to take a compass (we
had taken 4, one each, in the Cueto - Coventosa through
trip!).

Eventually the route approaches the vast Hoyon de Saco, a
large doline with horses grazing in its vast sheltered grassy
bowl. This is passed by on a rather splendid limestone
pavement, with good fossils visible in the rock, and ferns
living in the deep grykes.
The route to the summit of Colina (about 1440m) follows a
ridge, giving splendid views over the succession of
limestone scars visible to the north. By the time we reached
the summit some cloud had formed, but a lovely spot
nevertheless.
The descent route is a mixture of grassy slopes and beautiful
ancient beech woodlands, giving shade and softer underfoot.
Eventually the track at the start is regained, and then back to
the car park. The route ascends about 750m, travels 16.5km
and took us about 6 hours. Very pleasant.

Time was ticking by, and we looked likely to miss our
evening meal. Worse was to come as we had to retrace our
route several times, including correcting one long foray,
which must have been well off route. Eventually the only
markers we trusted were very occasional arrows scratched
into the rock; one even said ‘Rubicera’. Time passed, and
our new concern was to get out before our rescue callout
overdue time. We got to one desperate point where all leads
had been tried and rejected, so we headed back again to
known ground, so at least on any likely rescuers’ route.
Whilst doing this, we tried one fresh arrowed route, which
turned out to be correct, leading to the boulder choke climb
into the Rubicera entrance series of vast passages. A route
through these enormous passages got us to the cliff exit, in
the dark. Fortunately we knew the route up the two cliff
scrambles to regain safe ground. Otherwise this would have
been very serious.

Paul Thorne

Canuela
Tuesday, 8th September
Paul, Keith, Boyd, Pete, Phil & Alan
We quickly found the large cave entrance and passage
leading to a roped traverse on a ledge over a deep drop.
Then into more large passage, so large we did not notice the
10m pitch on the left until we returned. We did find the
pitch bypass route but were surprised to be crawling through
tight breakdown passage with arrows pointing us onwards.

Even returning to the cars caused some navigation
difficulties (too embarrassing to explain – it looks so
different at night!). But we caught sight of the lights of a
vehicle, which turned out to be Boyd’s van, out to look for
us. We had spent 12 hours underground, expecting to take
only 6.

By then Boyd and I were not happy with our physical
abilities so we returned to the main passage and found the
10m roped climb up to a large balcony with a 4-trackrailway-sized tunnel linking to main way on. Further on
found a climb down which we did not fancy, so Boyd and I
returned to the car and waited for the others.

At least the potential rescue callout was averted, the experts
contacted expecting us to take 10 hours on this route, and the
authorities not overly inconvenienced. Most of the Orpheus

Pete Wagstaff
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After an hour of this we thought we should go back along the
rift and have a more careful look along the rift passage - we
found plenty of cairns but not the ‘spiral climb’ we were
looking for. Finally, at the point where we had previously
turned back, Paul climbed over and dropped down into the
next section of rift - 5 metres further and he'd found the
‘spiral climb’ on the left! (There was also a reflector to mark
it.)

Saploroas to Agua Traverse
Wednesday, 9th. September
Those involved: Paul Thorne, Alan Hatton, Phil Wall
Harness and cows tails required.
We parked at village of Ason. The small lay-by in the
village noted in the SWCC report seemed to have been made
into a small car park reserved for the bar. We tried to park
near the recycling bins, but having had a bit of difficulty
with the lady who lived adjacent, we approached the owner
of the Coventosa Bar. Paul used his best Spanish and we
think we gained permission to park directly in front of the
bar. More of this later.

We climbed up the spiral tube into the roof tubes and after
careful negotiation of a few junctions we dropped into the
Agua streamway. We followed this downstream, passing a
large entry on our left, after which the stream sank again on
our left. The way on was up and straight ahead into a higher
level passage to enter a large meandering stream passage
where the water returns. The dimensions of this passage just
kept getting bigger. At one point, following the water in the
bottom of the passage, it goes through a short tunnel, still the
size of a railway tunnel, with the main passage soaring over
the top.

We had made a reasonably early start, so it was only about
9.15am when we started our walk to the entrance. From the
bar we walked up the Ason valley a short distance on the
main road before turning right down a track to cross the river
by a small road bridge. We then started to head up the side
valley. Following the path we criss-crossed the stream a few
times before finally crossing to remain on the north bank,
now mainly in the shade of trees. We walked for an hour to
where the valley turned south briefly. Just before it turned
west the path split and a couple of cairns marked this split in
the path.

The passage closed down where we climbed over pots in the
stream and finally opened up again into massive passage.
We then started to see daylight from the exit, still about
200m away. The exit is a short scramble up to the left and
away from the stream, which brought us out onto a grassy
terrace high on the valley side.
For the route down we traversed to the right above the
waterfall and followed the flattened bracken path under the
cliff to a point where a faint ridge went down to the valley.
We lost the 'path' and just bashed our way down through the
bracken and gorse, aiming for the wood to our right where
the trees shaded out the thick undergrowth. We picked up a
path at the bottom of the wood and, following this to our
right, we came to a barn and a track. Over the bridge and we
picked up the road back to Ason.

We took the left hand path down to the stream where we
crossed using a small stone-flagged bridge. The main path
appeared to go left, but this proved not to be the way after
all. We backtracked to the bridge and to our right we saw a
wire gate into a field. Looking across the field there were a
number of stone barns. Here the path became difficult to
follow, but we carried on up through the fields to the top
barn. We think the path must go from above this barn as we
headed into the wood alongside the stream and ended up
scrambling uphill for a bit and eventually picked up the
cairned path. Crossing the stream, following the now
distinct path, we headed steeply uphill to get above the
treeline and then contour back to the top of a waterfall.
Taking the left hand dry streambed Alan soon found the rope
hanging down the cliff from the entrance.

Arriving back at the car we stopped for a drink at the
Coventosa Bar. There were a dozen or so cave photos on the
wall around the bar and, using our very limited Spanish, we
found out that the bar owner had taken the photographs.
Walk in 2¼ hours, TUG 4 hours, walk out 1¾ hours.
Phil Wall

We changed into our caving gear and put our walking
clothes into dry-bags. The short climb using the fixed rope
as a hand-line got us to the entrance, which was a short
tunnel leading into the large main steam passage. There was
not much water in the streamway, but you really got the
impression that it must take a tremendous amount during the
snowmelt in spring. We followed the passage downstream
for while before climbing through large boulders. The
passage later narrowed to a section where we traversed over
water-filled pots using the in situ traverse lines, including a
short Tyrolean traverse.

A Trip into Cueva Fresca
Thursday 10th. September
Those involved: Paul Thorne, Alan Hatton.
A little south of Ason a narrow lane descends past St
Antonio’s Chapel to a dead end parking spot near the river.
Crossing the river on a small concrete farm bridge you turn
left onto a track heading up the Ason valley. After a while a
water monitoring station is visible to the left where you turn
right, up a field and enter woods through a dry stone wall on
the left. This faint path ascends steeply up to the large
entrance to Cueva Fresca, about a 30 minute walk from the
car.

Below this section the stream sank to the left but climbing
through a short boulder choke brought us into a rift passage
with a sandy floor which gradually narrows. This is where
the connection was supposed to be but at a point where the
sides closed in at floor level we had our doubts. There were
no footprints and the climb over and drop down made us
unsure that, if we were wrong, we would be able to climb
back up, so we decided to backtrack and take a better look
around.

The large entrance soon slims to 2 very wide flat-out crawls
with a very strong wind blowing through them. A 2m fixed
rope climb up through a window leads to massive calcite
floored passage. Descending this with steps in places soon
leads to a traverse over a hole in the floor; in situ rope, cows45

We walked down a slope into the cave to the start of the
traverse line on the left hand side of the deep pit, where we
put on our harness and cows tails to negotiate the traverse.
We followed the main passage up a short climb with a hand
line until we could see a rock bridge just ahead high up
towards the roof. The 10 m pitch was slightly hidden on the
left with a fixed rope in place to access Le Boulevard. This
was another large passage, but with a sandy floor and we left
all our SRT gear here. The passage ended with an 8 m climb
down at a 4 way junction.

tails required. Beyond here the most obvious, and very
pretty calcite floored passage leads to the ‘Bloque 64’
traverses over deep holes, the ‘Trecastin’ bold step, then the
‘Encrudiasta de le Arana’ (spider’s web) traverse, which is
by far the most exciting of the three and is quite exposed.
A slight complication arose here, as to gain the start of the
traverse it is necessary to ascend an 8m slippery rope pitch,
but we did not have SRT gear with us. It proved impossible
to climb up the rope hand over hand, so our ingenuity was
tested. Fortunately Alan had a sling from which I made a
prussic loop, and this gave the necessary purchase on the
rope to get up to the exciting traverse. The descent at the far
end of the traverse was undertaken by an Italian hitch abseil.
A walk along the very large ‘Fifth Avenue’ leads to a view
into the enormous ‘Sala Rebelais’, where we admired the
chamber and had lunch. You are high up the side and it is
pretty huge!

We were still struggling to grasp the huge dimensions of the
passages, so carefully checked the survey and the compass
before moving on. We were glad we had spent time
checking the heights given on the survey to help us work out
which direction to take. We climbed down and then back up
to the passage heading south and slightly lower than Le
Boulevard. Following this and taking a right hand passage
to keep high we now recognised where we had been last time
and also where we had gone wrong. This took us to a climb
down through a boulder ruckle to a low wide passage with
lots of 'knife blade' stalactites. Picking our way through the
stalactites brought us to the edge of a high balcony, which
we think looked down to the Sal du Vivac.

Our intention from here was to locate where the route from
Sima Tibia comes into the system. This needed several
attempts, one leading to a nasty slippery traverse over a deep
rift, another leading us along the impressive but wrong
‘Canal Roca’ passage, where we got lost briefly while trying
to return! At least we had a compass this time, after the
previous difficulties! We finally located the route from
Tibia by very careful observation of the cave and the survey
and compass. The route was confirmed by following it to a
70m pitch and strong draught. The route is just off Canal
Roca, turning sharp right into a climb down a rift, it then
becomes obvious.

The way on was to the right of a rock pillar identified by a
bolt on the wall. We tied on 8 slings to act as a hand line to
assist us down past the deep pit on the right. The rock,
looking well polished at one point, was not a place to slip.
Continuing south along the main passage there were more of
the amazing 'sword blade' stalactites. We could now hear the
roar of water deep at the bottom of a canyon in the floor. An
easy traverse to the left hand side took us past the canyon
and on, always south; here again the compass proved useful.
We were now at a point 11 m below the entrance of Canuela
and at the start of the ascent towards the final chamber, 'Salle
Oliver Guillaume'.

The return route is fairly straightforward, except we forgot
the rope climb and window near the entrance, and ended up
grovelling in the wrong crawl without the obvious draught!
This is a very large, beautiful, and impressive cave, where
generally the route finding is quite straightforward. We
spent 5 hours underground on this trip.
Highly
recommended.

Climbing up and up brought us to a short hand line to help
negotiate a tricky climb to reach the edge of Salle Oliver
Guillaume. This chamber seemed to be an immense rubble
slope so we followed the cairns up, checking behind for the
reflectors we would need for the return. At +82 m there is a
lip with a hollow behind; taking the right hand side first we
looked for where Sima Tonio enters from a tube in the roof,
the scale of all this making it difficult to spot. There didn't
look to be any fixed rope on the final pitch of Sima Tonio, so
perhaps none of it is rigged.

Paul Thorne

Canuela
Tuesday, 11th. September
Those involved: Paul Thorne, Alan Hatton, Keith Slatcher,
Phil Wall

We back-tracked to spot height +82 and climbed up to the
left and the highest point at +160 m where we all sat at the
top of the rubble heap trying to grasp the enormous scale of
the chamber - at this point it was about 120 m across. It had
taken us about 2½ hours to get to here including time for
photos and some careful navigation. The return to the
entrance was fairly straight forward, though we were glad of
the tape hand line and we nearly missed a cairn after the
boulder ruckle. If we'd missed that we would have ended up
at the bottom of the Salle du Vivac.

We parked up on the Bastablado road by the track down to
the river where it was just possible to park two cars on the
side of the road beyond the junction. We walked down the
track by the barn to cross the river on the bridge and took the
footpath up to the next barn, then entered the field beyond
and headed for the wood. The path through the wood started
on the right hand, uphill side of the stone barn.
Keeping the stone wall on our left, the path contoured the
hillside until the zigzags formed the start of the uphill
section. As the path entered a small clearing we could feel a
distinct cool draught falling down hill from the cave
entrance. We headed straight uphill now with the path
getting increasingly damp and in places quite slippery. We
gathered to catch our breath in the huge cave entrance and
enjoy the cool breeze exiting the cave.

Our return took 1½ hours. A great finalé to our holiday.
Walk in 20 mins, TUG 4½ hours, walk out 15 mins.
Phil Wall
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Looking for Cueto

Search for Rubicera entrance
High above Ason Valley

Cueto-Coventosa traverse
Getting ready at the roadside

Mortero to Rubicera
Group with gear
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Above: Coventosa Recce trip and Galleria de Navidad.

Below: Mortero to Rubicera traverse

Below: Cueva Canuela formations & Gandara formations
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